




The size of the tap matters too Irreplaceable prime 
Upper Jurassic oil vintage 



Two distinct categories 
1. Minerals - long lasting and re-usable 
2. Energy – lost on consumption 
•  But critical for the modern world, fuelling  

•  Industry 
•  Transport 
•  Trade 
•  Modern Agriculture 



1.  Mining - A matter of Concentration  
•  coal, uranium, tar-sand, oil-shale  

•  Resource is large but extraction slow & costly   
•  More becomes viable if prices rise or costs fall 

2. Free Flowing Oil & Gas 
 - A matter of Polarity 
Either there in profitable abundance or not there at all 

–  Even very small oilfields are very profitable 



Resource 
 - large 
Extraction  
 - slow 



The throb of the engine everywhere  
–  burning up finite petroleum 

•  Cities & motorways choked with traffic & trucks 
•  Many moving non-essential consumer goods 

•  Aircraft overhead  
•  Taking holiday-makers to distant beaches 

•  Agriculture : a process that turns oil into food 
•  Electricity  

•  Lights on everywhere  
•  The universal  loudspeaker & TV screen 

•  Military – tanks, warships, bombers  
We have become addicted to cheap energy 





Settled agriculture came only 10,000 years 
ago.  

• Man became the first species to rely on 
external energy. 
– At first from animals 
 slaves & firewood 



He also became the only species to trade  
•  At first by barter  

– A sheep for a stone axe 
– Energy equivalence 



Then, someone found a nugget of 
gold and swapped it for some 
sheep. 

Scarcity Value 
No longer an energy 

equivalence 
Opened a new world of 

power and empire 



Banks have been lending more than they 
had on deposit  

Assumed Tomorrow’s Expansion was 
collateral for To-day’s Debt 
– A dubious practice but it worked so long as 

oil-based energy fuelled economic growth. 
After Peak Oil, Expansion gives way to 

Contraction & debt goes sour 
Seems this day has arrived 



– The Market must deliver  
– One resource seamlessly 

replaces another as the Market 
dictates 

The choir chants : 
 “The Stone Age did not end for 

want of stones”   



Minerals are inexhaustible and will never be 
depleted. A stream of investment creates 
additions to proved reserves from a very 
large in ground inventory. The reserves 
are constantly being renewed as they are 
extracted 

Prof M. Adelman (MIT) 





• Define what to measure 
• Decipher reserve reporting 
• Relate discovery to subsequent production  

– Main tools 
• Discovery trend (Creaming curve) 
• Field size distribution (Parabolic Fractal) 
• Extrapolate production (Derivative Logistic) 



Confusion on boundary of Conventional Oil & Gas 
So, let’s define Regular Conventional to exclude 

• Heavies : 
–  Oil from coal & shale ; Extra Heavy & Bitumen; 

Heavy (<17.5o)  
• Deepwater (>500m) 
• Polar Oil & Gas  
• Natural Gas Liquid from gas plants 
• Coalbed methane, hydrates, tight gas etc 

• Regular dominates past & future supply 



 Geologists became salesmen 

Scientific Estimate 

Phased 
Development. 

Confidential Public 



1977 Internal Estimate : 12.5 - 15 Gb 
but only 9 Gb reported to Stock Market 
Technology optimized production but 
added nothing unforeseen 

1977 

1989 





33 Gb 

Large fields first  
- too big to miss  

Example 
Norway  



Example 
Norway 



Classic Pattern 
Peak to Peak = 26 years 

Denmark 
Norway & UK 



Same classic pattern  

Peak to Peak = 27 years 

Fall of 
Soviets 



Peak to Peak = 60 years 42% Depleted 

Midpoint 





Gas Production 

The 
better 
you do 
the job, 

the 
sooner 
it ends 



Past discovery 
by ExxonMobil 

1981 

Smoothed with 
3-yr moving average 







1900     2000     2100 



Political benefits of denial begin to expire 
Changing stance of the IEA 

– 1998 Report : demand outpaces supply by 2010 save 
for entry of unidentified unconventional 

•  Coded message for shortage 

– 1999 Report 
•   unidentified unconventional  became conventional Non-OPEC 

– Message evidently suppressed by OECD 

New position : its masters want the message 
 “Let’s leave oil - before it leaves us” 



Obliged to sing to the Stock market 
•  Actions speak louder than words 

• They merge 
• They sell refineries & lesser marketing chains 
• They buy their own stock 

•  Some oblique admissions 
•  “Days of easy oil are over” – Shell 
•  “Winner’s curse” – Exxon  
• But BP still in denial “oil will never peak” 



The Peak 
is indeed 
obscured in 
clouds but 
the slope 
on the 
other side 
is clear 



First Oil Well 
and the end of 
slavery 

Energy from muscles, water, wind 
and firewood  

? 

Equals 22 billion slaves 



•  Today, 23 Gb of Regular Conventional Oil 
supports 6.6 billion people. 
– By 2050, supply is down to 8 Gb which can 

support only 2.3 billion people in their present 
style of life. 

•  A huge challenge to use less and find 
other energies. 

•  Failure means fewer people. 



As production falls, we may face  
•  The Third Great Depression 

• Banks fail and the dollar falls 
• Food riots and political stress mount. 
• Migration pressures as famine bites. 

• More Resource Wars ? 
Pressing need for people to know that 

depletion is imposed by Nature 

1870 

1930 

2008 



Globalism dictates that the resources of any 
country belong to the highest bidder. 
– But now countries sensibly move to preserve 

resources for their own use. 
• Russia leads the way 

– It gets cold in winter in Moscow 

– Does it make sense for Britain to allow foreign 
companies to export despite her dire needs ?  



Importers to cut imports to match world 
Depletion Rate (~2.7% a year) 
– Demand to balance supply 
– Ends profiteering from shortage by M. East 

• Consumers cut waste – now monumental 
– Transport : the greatest challenge 
– Return to regional markets 



We need to change the rules to 
progressively disallow energy costs as a 
deduction against corporate taxable 
income 
– An oblique subsidy 



•  Solar, Tide, Wave, Geothermal, & Wind 
are there for the taking & deserve priority 

• Coal and Nuclear help the transition 
• But also subject to depletion 

•  Bio-fuels compete with food 
Anaerobic Digestion eats waste making 

nutrients and methane for electricity 
generation - but relatively small scale 



The geological record shows how a species 
proliferated in a particular niche 
– Only to die out when the niche closed 

Petroleum Man is extinct this Century  
• Will Homo Sapiens survive without him ? 

– He never faced a bigger challenge  



Paddy in the west of Ireland 




